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Abstracz: This paper deals with the design of high 0 TE resonators for high efficiency RF pulse compression. 
This kind of resonator 1s used to double the energy gradient of linear accelerators. In order to study the in- 
fluence of the geomet:-y of the resonator on the Q , a computer code nemed OSCAR2D was developed. By means of 
this code ar, optimum geometry for TE storage cavfties was found. The results of the computer simulation are 
shortly compared with the experimental measurements performed on a TE caiilty prototype. 

1. - Introduction. 
1 

As proved elsewhere , it's possible to double 
the energy gradient of a linear accelerator, without 
modifications of acceleratcng sections and RF systems, 
by installing a pulse compressor after the klystron. 
The pulse compressor makes use of a high Q resonator 
to store the RF energy. 

A feasibility study of a similar system started 
at INFN Frascati Laboratories with the goal to double 
the energy of the 400 cZeV linac. The results of this 
investigations show that the storage ,cavities 

x5. 
must 

exi-lbit a quality factor of, at least, Such very 
high Jalues of Q can be achieved with TE mode resona- 
tors . 

Our report presents the various kinds of usable 
ca\iltles, taking into account the problems given by 
the degeneratioc of TE modes into low Q TM modes. 

A computer c"de is presented, which allows the 
calculation nf the main parameters (frequency, G , 
etc.1 of the TE cavities with azimuthal symmetry fgr 
resonance modes independent from azimuth. 

2. - Definition of the p roblem. 

It has been demorstrated at SLAC, that it is pos- 
sible to increase the energy gain of an electron linac 
for a given klystron peak power. The peak power fed to 
acceleraring sections can be increased by means of a 
device ccnsisting of two high Q resonant cavities, a 3 
dB coupler and a Cast phase shifter. 

To ach-eve the best eft‘lciency, the energy stored 
inside the cavity Tust be as much as possible constant 
during the length of RF pulse. The lengzh of pulse fed 
to the accelerating section must be equal to the 
filling time of the section. 
rat1r.g section 

T4he loaded Q of an accele- 
is neariy 10 , therefore, for a good 

operation sf the system, the storage cavities need a 
w of 10 

5 
0 

at least; the working frequency must be, of 
COurSe, the same of the accelerating section, i.e. 
265tj M:-lz. 

3. - Storaqe cavities design. 

Tie TE modes azimuthally invariant in cylindrical 
resonators have been considered as resonance modes for 
the storage cavities of the pulse compression system; 
such resonators have very high quality factor so that 
they can satisfactorily "8 used to store the RF energy. 

The analytical solution for the fields in TE reso- 
nators 3 (spherical ot- cylindrical shape) is well 
kncwn and we can calculate the Q for a given 
material conductivity. Nevertheless, a"rea1 resonator 
is slightly different from an ideal one so that the 
analytical computation cannot be performed, in fact: 
a) the reai resonator has a different geometry due to 
the coupling windows, the tuning devices, etc. so to 
change the field distribution and the quality factor; 
b) the TE mode is normally degenerated with a low Q 
TM mode'&d one must introduce a perturbation insid: 
thA"cavl:y in order tc remove the coupling between the 
modes and to avoid the energy transfer from each to 
other. 

The perturbation acts in a well known way on the 
frequency; its effect on the quality factor is less 
known. In "rder to take into account these effects, in 
designing T3 storage cavities, the finite differeflce 
code OSCAR 2D has been extended f"r the calculation 
of the first TE modes for resonators having azimuthal 
symmetry. The methcd used by the code is briefly 
described in ref.i4.1 

The program was modified in the following way for 
the solution of TE modes: 
1) the Helmholtz eigenvalue equation is used 

& $di? = k2; with ~(i,,E\i:,O), k&/c (1) 

which follows from Maxwell equations. If E does not 

depend "9 
(1) becomes the scalar equation: 

dCF 1dF dF 
- + - + k2F = 0, 

>-;dr 
where F = r-E 

dz2 
r,z); (21 

47 
il) The boundary condition E x.? = 0 on the resonator 
wall, can be expressed for F as the Dirichelet condi- 
tlon F = 0. Such a condition IS imposed with high 
accuracy on the boundary of the resonator by using a 
second order bidimensional Taylor expansion. Ocr ap- 
proximation for the Dirichelet condition works equally 
well whether the resonator boundary is c0incider.t with 
lines of the discretization grid 01‘ not. 

4. - Choosing the resonator geometry. 

The OSCAR2D code allows for the optimization of 
the resonator geometry. Two dirferent shapes can be 
used: the sphere and the cylinder. 

The spherlcal shaped resonators have a quality 
factor 20% higher than cyl:ndrical cavities, but the 
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TE oli degenerates with TMlll and three times with it- 
self because the orieF:atien of the field is not fixed 
in a sphere. This is a disadvantage, in fact It's ne- 
cessary to know where the maximum and mlnlmum of the 
field are located in order to determine the posltion 
of the coupling (loop or window) and tuning devices. 

A pertxrbation of the geometry is needed to remo- 
ve the degeneration of the modes and to provide an 
or;entation of the fields to position the tuning and 
coupling devices. 

The perturbation modifies the resonator geometry 
decreasing the Q of 10%. The advantage of a very high 
quality factor ig lost. 

A cylindrical cavity has then been considered. In 
this case, the only degeneration, which can be easily 
removed, is degeneration between TE and TM . From 

onm :r.m 
the perturbation theory one has: 

(3) 
‘0 ‘0 

where f and V are respectively the resonant frequen- 
cy. and ?~olume ",f the unperturbed resonator and o( is a 
coefficient proportional to the energy stored in the 
removed volume. 

In fig. 1, a section of the selected resonator, 
in the r,z plane, is presented. 

r-4 

Fig. 1 - Axial section of resonator. 

A suitable perturbation of the resonator is car- 
rled out by removing the corners as shown in the figu- 
re. Being the TM H field close to its maximum value 

Ir n in the removed volume, the frequency shift of degenera- 
te TM 

In 
is high. 

5. - Optimization of the mode. 

Once the geometry of the resonator has been cho- 

sen, the next step is the calculation of the parame- 
ters a aqd b by the OSCAR2D code, keeping the ratio 
2A/L = 1 -. 

The previous condition guarantees the best Q. for 
the unperturbed resonator. We define the magnetic geo- 
metry factor: 

!i ;’ I-I 5 f 
$ :27i/&AA” f 

!i ‘I+ 
(5) 

G is related to tt?e shape and the cavity mode to be 

used. 

We also have: 

where 
E 

J-- 

r d/u3 Rx - (7) 
S G 

is the surface resistance of a ccnductor having the 
conductivity cat the freqtiency f; ),l is the permeabi- 
llty of vacuum. i 0 

In Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 we show the variation of G 
with the parameters a and b for fxst fcur TEO n 
Todes. ?i It can be seer. from these figures, that t e 
geometry factor C reaches a maximum for each mode and 
this maximum value is greater than the factor G3of the 
unperturbed cavity (a=O). Now taking RS= 14x10 and 
f = 2856 MHz, the value of TE 

014 
mode corresponding to 

the maximum of G is 

Q. = + = =$ 140.000 
s 14x10 

This value satisfies the reql;irements of a cavity for 

energy storage. 

6. - Conclusions. 

The results of simulation have been verified by 
means of a 2856 Mf?z brass modified resonator operated 
on the TE mode with a= 6 cm and b4.5 cm (see 

fig. 4). Thgl$lfference between the calculated frequen- 
cy and the measured one is within 1 MHz. The geometric 
factor G=13COfl is 10% lower than the value we expect- 
ed. The difference is probably due to the imperfect 
smoothness of the surfaces and to the imperfect know- 
ledge of the conductivity of the used brass alloy. 

We finally conclude that OSCAR2D code can be suc- 
cessfully used to design energy storage cavities and 
to demonstrate that a carefllily optimization of the 
geometry of a cylindrical resonator allows both the 
removal of degenerations and an improvement of the qua- 
lity factor by about 20%. 

These performances perm;t the TE cavities to be 
used as storage cavities in pulse conpressor with a 

lower e;;~;he~oL$; 
used 

;;t:;;m,;;, ye; ;o";fl;sFOl~; 

needed a TE 
Cl3 

can be used, allowlng "for a wider 
separation of unwanted modes and a less critical mecha- 
nical construction. 

The use of modified resonators on modes higher 
than the TE will guarantee higher Q allowing ?or 
wider safet:'&zgins against unwanted l:sses, dues to 
bad processing or contamination of the cavity surface 
during operation. 
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Fig. 2 - Variation of G with a, b for TE 
011 

mode. 
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Fig. 3 - Variation of G with a, b for TE 
012 

mode. 
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Fig. 4 - Variation of G with a, b for TE 
013 

mode. 
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Fig. 5 - Variation of G with a, b for TE 
014 

mode. 
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